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The Association of Latino Professionals For America (ALPFA)
works to empower and develop businessmen and women as
leaders of character for the nation in every sector of the global
economy. ALPFA has more than 81,000 professional and student
members across the country with access to 50,000 paid summer
internships through hundreds of Fortune 1000 corporate
partners. Our vision is to be the premier business organization
for expanding opportunities for leadership in the global market.
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MEET THE BOARD
FALL 2O22

PRESIDENT 
JENNIFER ALVAREZ 

VICE PRESIDENT 
FELIPE GAMINO 

TREASURER 
DIEGO GOMEZ 

Hello ALPFAmilia! My name is Jennifer Alvarez and I am
honored to be President for Fall 2022. I joined ALPFA three
semesters ago and the reason was because I wanted help with
growing professionally and building long-lasting relationships.
I enjoy trying new things, traveling, and being spontaneous.
Fun fact, my birthday lands on Thanksgiving every few years! I
hope to bring new events and ideas for this upcoming
semester! 

Hello, ALPFAmilia! My name is Felipe Gamino, and I am honored to
serve as your Vice President this semester. I joined ALPFA my first
semester after transferring from Cerritos College to further develop
my professionals and leadership skills. Through this organization I
have met so many amazing individuals that genuinely care about
my growth, who I can call family. Now that this is my second time
being part of the board, I want to continue to help others grow and
gain skills to be successful business professionals. Some of my
hobbies are trying new foods, being surrounded by nature, and
playing golf. I am excited to make this the best semester for all
CSULB ALPFA members yet. I look forward to meeting you all!

Hey ALPFAmilia! My name is Diego Gomez and I am looking forward
to being your Treasurer for the Fall 2022 semester. This is my second
semester being on the board and I am so grateful for the connections,
experiences, and friendships as a result of my involvement with
ALPFA. I joined this organization to further my development as a
student and a professional. This truly is a great place that fosters the
perfect environment for students learning to transition into becoming
aspiring professionals in their field. Even for those who are not
business students, ALPFA can guide anybody in the right direction.
For hobbies, I love trying new places to eat with my friends, going on
hikes on new trails, and spending time with my dog.
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DIRECTOR OF CORRESPONDENCE 
SAMMI ZHANG

DIRECTOR OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
DAMARY GARCIA 

Hello ALPFAmilia! My name is Sammi and I am beyond excited to be your
Director of Correspondence this upcoming semester. Within my past two
semesters with the ALPFA CSULB chapter, I was able to grow with the
opportunity of being a past board member and with the help of you all. I first
joined ALPFA to simply meet new peers, but it has been a wonderful
experience beyond just making connections. In my free time, I love to try
new foods, shop online, and hunt for rare snacks. I am grateful for the
kindness of the ALPFAmilia and professional opportunities provided through
the organization, and I can not wait to share the same amazing experience
with you all! I am positive that alongside the rest of the Fall 2022 board, I will
strive to bring my best foot forward for our members, alumni, and
professionals. 

Hello ALPFAmilia! My name is Damary Garcia and I am excited to
return to ALPFA in my last semester as Director of Development. I
have been in ALPFA since I first transferred to CSULB and I am
grateful for all the opportunities that came my way as well as
friendships that blossomed throughout my time as a member. I
hope, in my last semester, to help students during the recruiting
process from reviewing resumes to mock interviews. I want to
help as many members succeed during fall. In my free time I like
to go to the gym, hike and hang out with my friends. I look
forward to helping you all!

Hello ALPFAmilia! My name is Kenneth Vo and I am
thrilled to be your Fall 2022 Director of Marketing. In
the fall of 2021, I joined ALPFA to build connections and
learn valuable skills. In my free time I enjoy going
outside, indulging in foods from other cultures and
exploring new hobbies. I look forward to interacting
and growing with the ALPFamilia through the Fall 2022
semester.

DIRECTOR OF MARKETING 
KENNETH VO
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DIRECTOR OF DATA ANALYTICS 
AIGIUN GUSEINOVA

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS 
GUO PENG YE

DIRECTOR OF EVENTS
SOMARY KIM

Hello ALPFAmilia! My name is Somary Kim, and I am extremely happy to be positioned
as Director of Events for the Fall 2022 semester. Last semester, I joined ALPFA on the
committee of events and marketing. This upcoming Fall is my first time working closely
with ALPFA community, so I feel delighted to bring so many fun events for all members.
The reason I joined ALPFA is because I wanted to highlight a strong sense of
community and foster growth. I would like to expand my personal experiences with
other members’ either in everyday life or work. I want to strengthen my personal
development, so I will be well prepared to pursue my career goal in accounting. In my
free time, I like being outside such as trying new foods and drinks, going to the beach,
hiking, working out, and traveling. I can not wait to share my experiences and learn
from all our ALPFA members to create new adventures. As a result, I am motivated to
immerse myself much more in the future with the ALPFAmilia.

Hello, ALPFAmilia! I am Aya and I am honored to be elected as Director of Data
Analytics for Fall 2022 semester. This would be my second semester with ALPFA,
and I feel thrilled about joining my team again. I joined ALPFA to develop my
female leadership skills and contribute my international experience to the
successful growth of the ALPFA CSULB chapter. I look forward to making lifelong
friends and growing professionally within the organization. It has been a great
pleasure for me to collaborate and gain experience with the previous Spring 2022
board, which grants me a smooth transition over to the Fall 2022 semester. In my
free time, I love reading books, traveling, exploring new countries, and unveiling
insights of different human cultures. I enjoy meeting new people and sharing
knowledge and experience with them. I believe I will successfully bring my open-
minded comprehension and hard skills for effective implementation of the
organization's goals.

Hello ALPFAmilia! My name is Guo Peng and I’m excited to be
part of the board as Director of Operations! This will be my
second semester in ALPFA and I first joined to meet new people
and friends that are also studying business. I’m psyched to be in
charge of food and help keep events running smoothly. I'm
mostly looking forward to meeting even more people. In my free
time I like to skate, be in nature, and do nothing. Oh, and listen
to music.



INTRODUCTION 

BY SAMMI ZHANG

RESUME WORKSHOP 
BY SAMMI ZHANG

MEETING

ALPFA kicked off their first introduction
meeting on August 30! The Fall 2022
board members gave their self-
introductions along with advisors,
Professor Landa and Dr. Krishnan. Then,
the board gave insight to attendees on
how ALPFA can help students develop
their networking, resume, interview, and
recruiting skills, along with various
exciting ALPFAmilia events that occur
throughout the semester. The
organization is highly excited to welcome
new members and continue to develop
the ALPFAmilia bond this semester.

On September 1, alumni and RSM
professional Bill Murray presented to
ALPFA members a knowledge-filled
workshop on how to build/improve
resumes. He talked about the importance
of thinking about task, action, and result
when writing each bullet point on a
resume. Every participant, no matter
what stage of resume-building they were
in, was able to learn something valuable
in this workshop. Bill also encouraged
members to not be afraid to ask for
assistance in editing a resume, as it
should always be a working and live
document that grows along with the
individual. Thank you, Bill, for your insight!



DELOITTE BY SAMMI ZHANG

HCVTBY SAMMI ZHANG

SPEAKING 
ENGAGEMENT

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

As the fall semester began to take off,
ALPFA members had a chance to network
with a Deloitte recruiter and professionals
from all service lines on September 6! Each
professional delved into more detail on why
they picked their individual service lines
and the opportunities within each. Then,
Deloitte recruiter Joel Pearson showcased
the various opportunities offered by the
firm, from internships to full-time
opportunities. After a Q&A session,
members were delighted to continue
asking more questions through
networking. This was such a great learning
and networking event for all!

ALPFA's HCVT speaking engagement on
September 8 was nothing short of
amazing! Members got to hear many
different perspectives from professionals of
all service lines, and from an HCVT intern,
Vicky Chen, who is also a current CSULB
student! It was so great to hear about
HCVT's incredible, close-knit culture as well.
As many students debate which service
line sparks their interest, HCVT answered
many questions that members had. The
event ended with a fruitful networking
session regarding the upcoming
opportunities offered by HCVT across their
firms! 



FBI
BY SAMMI ZHANG

MOSS ADAMS
BY JENNIFER ALVAREZ

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

On September 13, ALPFA had a speaking
engagement with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation! This was an extremely
fascinating presentation as members
were introduced to the many career
choices available to business majors with
the bureau. Special agent Allison
Powojski spoke of the talent that is valued
at the FBI, from accounting to computer
science students. Thank you, Allison, for
showcasing such unique and important
roles that professionals have at the
bureau.

On Wednesday, September 14, BAP&AS
hosted a Moss Adams' speaking
engagement in collaboration with ALPFA.
Members were introduced to professionals
from different areas and service lines of the
firm. The speakers gave an overview of
Moss Adams' services, specializations, as
well as their position in the middle market.
Afterwards, there was an opportunity to
hear about each professional's work, their
journeys, personal stories, and successes
within the company. Lastly, it concluded
with a networking session where
members were able to talk to a
professional based on their preferred line
of work.



BY SAMMI ZHANG

EYBY SAMMI ZHANG

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTPwC
Following much anticipation, ALPFA's PwC
speaking engagement took off on
September 15. Along with Beta Alpha Psi
and Accounting Society members, students
learned about the firm's focus on
transparency and problem-solving across all
industries. In addition, PwC professionals
talked about their day-to-day activities to
share more about what it is like to work full-
time. After the presentation concluded,
members were excited to further network
with the professionals. Thank you to all the
PwC speakers who came out to represent
and share so much insightful information
with our members!

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

In collaboration with Beta Alpha Psi and
Accounting Society, EY professionals
came to speak to our organizations about
the culture and opportunities at the firm
on September 16. As recruitment
continued on, many students were eager
to learn more about life at EY. In response
to an abundance of questions, EY
professionals provided detailed and
helpful answers about their personal
experiences. From employee resource
groups to personal recruiting
experiences, ALPFA and BAP&AS
members gained a better understanding
of EY. This virtual collaboration was a
success! 



BY ISAAC MARTINEZ

BY ISAAC MARTINEZ

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTKPMG

RSM SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

The ALPFAmilia was delighted to see RSM
experts arrive on September 20 for a
speaking engagement. A few professionals
were even ALPFA alumni! Members indulged
in an in-depth overview of what RSM
represents, being the primary supplier to the
middle market. They emphasized the
significance of developing a personal brand
and adhering to the company's five key
values: respect, integrity, teamwork,
excellence, and stewardship. Both when
working with a team and with clients, they
strive to uphold these ideals. They offered
much encouragement and information to
ALPFA members. This was an excellent
opportunity to gain first-hand knowledge of
what it means to work at RSM.

On September 19, ALPFA members welcomed a
KPMG speaking engagement collab with
BAP&AS. Speakers shared that they are aware of
the world's fluctuation and that their company
needs to be more adaptable and robust in order
to accommodate businesses. KPMG strives to
develop leaders who can confidently meet the
demands of their stakeholders. ALPFA members
gained a better understanding of the work KPMG
employs. Following the presentations, the
professionals took questions from the audience.
They thoroughly explained the recruiting process
and the various methods used to find ideal
candidates. Overall, there was excellent
involvement from everyone and even better
information transfer to members.



BY SAMMI ZHANG

MEET THE FIRMSBY DIEGO GOMEZ

GAME NIGHT
Amidst a busy school and recruiting
season, ALPFA members enjoyed a
much-needed game night on
September 20. Everyone enjoyed an
evening of games like Jenga and
Connect 4, along with food and drinks.
Some members engaged in some of
the most intense rounds of Connect 4,
while others felt a rush of excitement
when "Uno!" was yelled by another
player. We hope game night was a
helpful de-stressing evening for all and
can't wait to host more fun events
throughout the semester!

On September 22, ALPFA, BAP&AS, and AIS
collaborated to host Meet the Firms at the
Walter Pyramid on the CSULB campus.
Meet the Firms is the largest networking
event available to our members. At this
event, students have the opportunity to
meet with recruiters from firms
representing the Big 4, national firms, local
firms, and even the government sector.
Meet the Firms is the most exciting
networking event of the semester because
members spend an entire evening speaking
with the various firms that will potentially
hire them after graduation. Many of the
workshops hosted by ALPFA are developed
in preparation for networking events such
as MTF. We look forward to seeing all the
firms next semester when we co-host the
event in the spring.



BY DIEGO GOMEZ

BY SAMMI ZHANG

LUNCH WITH
PROFESSIONALS

DHL SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

With DHL being one of the world's top
organizations in their industry, ALPFA
members were more than thrilled to
hear about the opportunities available.
On September 27, DHL recruiter Caitlin
LaVon shared with ALPFA her story of
how she fell in love with recruiting and
supply chain. She also gave tips on
networking at various events such as
career fairs, coffee chats, interviews, etc.
She then broke down DHL's global
participation in logistics, shipping,
supply chain, and the company's
culture. A huge thank you to Caitlin for
a great presentation and Q&A session!

On September 25, ALPFA had the pleasure of
inviting our extensive alumni network to join us for
a picnic in the park during Lunch With
Professionals. Somary Kim, our Director of Events,
organized a fantastic day connecting current
ALPFA members with ALPFA alumni. Lunch With
Professionals is a tremendous event for students to
network with alumni in a casual setting and learn
about the various journeys taken by our
ALPFAmilia. We enjoyed pizza, sandwiches, snacks,
and dessert. During our lunch, we had the pleasure
of hearing from CSULB ALPFA founder, Peter Velez,
who shared his experiences as a founder during his
first year introducing ALPFA to our campus. After
our meals, we played charades in small teams
where seated members had to guess the action
performed by those standing up. After the activities
concluded, current members were encouraged to
further network with professionals.



BY DAMARY GARCIAMOVIE NIGHT
On Thursday, September 29, we watched The Addams Family film for our Movie
Night Social. Before our social began, we had a "Movie Basket" opportunity
drawing. Congrats to Brian Martin for being the winner of the movie basket that
included snacks, drinks, a cinema gift card, and exclusive ALPFA merch! Thank
you to everyone for participating. We are so grateful to every individual who
chose to do so! The movie basket funds from the drawing will go towards
expanding our socials in the future, so please look forward to them! After the
celebration of the winner, we officially kicked off the movie night. Once the
movie ended, the members stayed behind to socialize and hang out with one
another. This was a much needed break from everyone's hectic school and work
schedules, as well as recruiting! Movie night was a success, and we hope to see
everyone soon for our future socials.

The Addams Family 

NOW SHOWING

Sept 29



Hi! My name is Jennifer Ponce. I am the
first generation to attend college and I
am projected to graduate in 2023. I’m a
senior at Cal State Long Beach majoring
in Accounting. 

 

I joined ALPFA because I found it
interesting how they use the term
“ALPFAmilia” and also, how people in
the room rep presentation were
really excited about it. Now, I am so
glad I did join because I have met
great people. Actually, I can now say
that I found a familia with them.

"Don't be afraid to fail. Be afraid not 
to try." 

 

My favorite thing to do is hang out
with my family.

TELL US MORE ABOUT YOURSELF

WHY DID YOU JOIN ALPFA? 

FAVORITE HOBBIES OR ACTIVITIES?

FAVORITE QUOTE?

MEMBER OF 
THE MONTH 

Jennifer PonceJennifer Ponce


